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IFC-IOR aims to collaborate with national and regional agencies and like-minded Centres to generate 

comprehensive Maritime Domain Awareness. The enriched awareness and robust regional linkages 

would certainly bolster region’s maritime security and safety and would go a long way in building 

confidence and capacity amongst collaborating partners. The objective is to generate an overarching 

picture to assist the maritime community in better understanding of the maritime challenges and 

threats in the region. To draw a common understanding, threats in the region have been divided into 

six broad categories and sub-categories thereon. The Monthly Maritime Security Update (MMSU) 

provides information on threats to merchant vessels, shipping industry, and other maritime 

stakeholders in the wider Indian Ocean Region in the last one month. The incidents pertaining to 

following categories have been analysed for the duration 01 Dec – 31 Dec 19:- 

  Piracy/ Sea Robbery/ Sea Theft 

  Maritime Terrorism 

  Contraband Smuggling 

  Irregular Human Migration 

             Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) Fishing 

  Maritime Incidents 

Overview of Incidents 

A total of 70 incidents under various 

categories have been recorded in the wider 

Indian Ocean Region in the month of Dec 19. 

There was an increase in the number of 

reported Piracy/ sea robbery/ sea theft 

incidents with a noticeable increase in 

incidents pertaining to kidnapping of crew in 

Gulf of Guinea. There was an increase in IHM 

incidents in Bay of Bengal and Indian Ocean 

while some incidents continue to be reported 

in Mediterranean. There was a marginal 

increase in contraband smuggling incidents 

which may be attributed to calmer seas and 

thus increased movement of perpetrators in 

the region, especially through the known drug 

routes in Arabian Sea. Nil maritime terrorism 

incident was reported. 

MONTHLY ANALYSIS 
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A sector wise analysis has been undertaken by the Centre to assess the maritime safety and security 

situation in Gulf of Guinea (GoG), Gulf of Aden, Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal and South East Asia. For 

the purpose of analysis, the area has been divided into four sectors to highlight the trends of incidents 

in the region. A total of 23 piracy and armed robbery incidents (actual as well as attempted) were 

recorded by the Centre during the period under review.  A marked increase was observed in incidents 

involving kidnapping of crew with three incidents 

reported in this month. These incidents remain of 

major concern as they involved kidnapping of 

alarmingly high number (47 Crew from five 

different nationalities). Further, one kidnapping 

incident was reported at anchorage while the other 

two incidents were reported at greater distances 

from coast (more than 100 Nm) which highlights the 

capabilities of perpetrators to successfully carry out 

misadventures at greater ranges. In addition, large 

number of crew kidnapped highlights the possibility 

of involvement of well organised groups involved in 

such activities with possible support of mother 

ships.  There was also an increase in the incidents 

related to attempted sea thefts and sea robbery 

reported in the Straits of Malacca and Singapore 

with eight incidents reported this month as compared to five last month, with majority of them 

involving weapons and violence.  No major maritime security incident was reported in the Gulf of 

Aden. During the month of Dec 19, two drug seizures were reported in Arabian Sea along the ‘Hash 

Highway’ made successful by the military patrolling in the area. With calmer weather post cyclone 

season, IHM incidents showed an increase in Bay of Bengal area which is similar to the general 

pattern of migrants attempting to migrate to South East Asia for better economic prospects. According 

to United Nation’s International Organization for Migration (IOM), 110,669 migrants and refugees 

entered Europe by sea during the year 2019, marking the sixth straight year that at least 100,000 

arrivals were recorded from three Mediterranean Sea Routes. 
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The following piracy and armed robbery incidents were monitored in the region in month of  Dec 19:- 

 

 Sea Theft/ Manila anchorage area, Philippines / 01 Dec 19.  

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard an anchored Malta flagged container ship MV CMA CGM 

NEW JERSEY at South Harbour, Manila anchorage area, Philippines on 01 Dec 19. While at anchor, 

the duty officer on the Bridge noticed an alarm from Boatswain Store with the watertight door 

opened. They discovered that the padlock was broken and the anchor hawse pipe was removed. An 

angle grinder machine, a welding inverter cable and six immersion suits were also missing. 

 

 Attempted Boarding/ Visakhapatnam Anchorage, India/ 01 Dec 19. 

 

An attempted boarding incident was reported onboard an anchored Marshall Islands flagged Bulk 

Carrier MV DIONE at Visakhapatnam anchorage, India on 01 Dec 19. Around 15 to 18 personnel in 

three skiffs approached an anchored bulk carrier. They attempted to board the ship using a rope 

attached to a hook. Alert crew noticed the attempted boarding and notified the Port Control and Coast 

Guard. A patrol vessel was dispatched resulting in the robbers aborting the attempted boarding and 

escaped.  

 

 Suspicious Approach/ Off Pulau Sambu, Indonesia/ 02 Dec 19. 

 
A suspicious approach incident was reported onboard a Singapore flagged tug boat BW LOYALTY, off 

Pulau Sambu, Indonesia on 02 Dec 19. While underway, a suspicious boat with five to seven 

perpetrators approached the tug boat. One of the perpetrators attempted to secure a rope to the boat 

but failed due to rough seas. The duty officer sounded the general alarm and the suspicious boat 

aborted the attempt to board the ship. 
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 Suspicious Approach/ Bab El Manded, Gulf of Aden/ 03 Dec 19. 

 

 A suspicious approach incident was reported onboard a merchant vessel while transiting through the 

Gulf of Aden in the vicinity of Bab El Mandeb on 03 Dec 19. A skiff approached the vessel within a 

range of 2 Nm. Vessel and crew were reported safe. 

 

 Kidnap/ off Bonny, Nigeria/ 05 Dec 19. 

 

A kidnapping incident was reported onboard a Hong Kong flagged tanker MV NAVE 

CONSTELLATION, approximately 80 Nm South of Bonny offshore terminal, Nigeria on 05 Dec 19. 

Armed pirates attacked and boarded an oil tanker underway. Out of the 27 crew onboard, 19 were 

kidnapped. The vessel owners notified the Nigerian Navy and MRCC for assistance.  

                             

 Attempted Sea Theft/ Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS)/ 06 Dec 19.  

 

An attempted sea theft incident was reported onboard a barge LKH 7887 being towed by a Singapore 

flagged tug boat KIM HOCK TUG 8 while transiting through the Eastbound lane of the TSS in SOMS 

on 06 Dec 19. It is reported that 10 to 15 small boats came alongside the barge and boarded it in an 

attempt to steal the metal scrap cargo onboard the vessel. Another Singapore flagged tug KIM HOCK 

VIRGO which was in escort, approached the barge and managed to drive away the smaller boats. No 

item was reported stolen. The crew and vessel were reported safe.  

 

 Sea Robbery/ Panjang Anchorage, Indonesia / 10 Dec 19. 

 
A sea robbery incident was reported onboard an Isles of Man flagged Bulk Carrier BERGE 

ASAHIDAKE at Panjang Anchorage, Indonesia on 10 Dec 19. Three robbers armed with long knives 

boarded the anchored ship. They broke into the Engine Room workshop, stole auxiliary engine spares 

and escaped. The Indonesian authorities were notified of the incident. 

 

 Kidnap/ 130 Nm off Lome, Togo, Gulf of Guinea/ 15 Dec 19. 

 

A kidnapping incident was reported onboard a Marshal Island flagged tanker MV DUKE 

approximately 130 Nm SSE of Lome, Togo on 15 Dec 19. The vessel was attacked by six pirates 

whilst enroute from Luanda to Lome. Out of a crew of 21, 20 (all Indians) were kidnapped. 

Reportedly, the perpetartors destroyed some equipment resulting in power failure and a total blackout 

onboard the tanker. 

Update  
 

04 Dec 19 – The remaining seven crew navigated the vessel to safety approximately 210 Nm off 

Bonny in consultation with concerned security agencies. 

 

 10 Dec 19 – The vessel embarked additional crew for safe manning and departed for NPC Cape 

Town with ETA 18 Dec 19. 

 

21 Dec 19 – All 19 crew (18 Indians and one Turkish National) were released by the perpetrators. 

All were reported safe and underwent necessary medical tests and debriefs before departing for 

home. 

Update  
 

19 Dec 19 – The remaining crew sent a distress message and requested to be towed to a safe 

area. A Togo Navy ship was dispatched to the location of the tanker and made arrangements to tow 

the tanker. The ship reached Lome port under the escort of the Togolese Navy. 
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Analysis 

 

 

Two incidents onboard two tankers NAVE CONSTELLATION and DUKE were reported at high 

seas on 05 Dec 19 and 15 Dec 19 within a distance of more than 300 Nm and at ranges of more 

than 100 Nm from land involving kidnapping of a large number of crew (19 and 20 

respectively).Following points are pertinent:- 

(a) Considering the large number of crew kidnapped and operation of perpetrators at extended 

ranges from the coast, likelihood of a pirate mother vessel supporting such activities cannot be 

ruled out.  

(b) Favourable weather conditions (dry period) may be one of the reasons for the seasonal 

increase in the number of incidents observed between Nov and Mar. 

(c) The criminal network behind the kidnapping seems to be well organised as kidnapping of a 

large number of crew at extended ranges indicates greater level of planning and coordination. 

(d) Considering the increase in kidnapping cases in GoG, it is observed that Kidnap for 

Ransom is emerging as a lucrative option for the perpetrators as compared to other nefarious 

activities like oil siphoning, contraband smuggling. 

 
Update  

 

IFC-IOR was one of the first agencies to share the information regarding the kidnapping incidents 

involving Indian crew. Dedicated efforts by Indian Director General of Shipping were put in to 

ensure safe and early release of the kidnapped crew. In addition, Indian Director General of 

Shipping issued a maritime security advisory (NT Wing Piracy circular No. 4 of 2019) on 24 Dec 

19“for vessels calling on ports or transiting  piracy affected areas on account of increased piracy / 

kidnapping activity” (covered subsequently under “Gen for mariners” section) 
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 Sea Theft/ Pointe Noire Anchorage, Congo, Gulf of Guinea / 17 Dec 19. 

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a Denmark flagged tug MAERSK TRADER at Pointe Noire 

anchorage, Congo on 17 Dec 19.Two robbers in a canoe came alongside the anchored tug. They 

boarded the vessel and stole ship’s properties. The incident was reported to Port Control. 

 

 Sea Robbery/ North of Pulau Nongsa, SOMS, Indonesia/ 20 Dec 19. 

 

A sea robbery incident was reported onboard an Indian flagged tanker JAG LALIT approximately     

3.5 Nm north of Pulau Nongsa, Indonesia, in the eastbound lane of TSS in the SOMS on 20 Dec 19. 

Whilst underway, six perpetrators armed with knives boarded the ship. The fourth Engineer and the 

Chief Engineer sustained minor injuries during the scuffle. The Master reported the incident to 

Singapore VTIS and deviated the ship to Singapore to ensure the safety of crew, before proceeding on 

her voyage. Upon the ship’s arrival in Singapore, the Singapore Police Coast Guard boarded the ships 

for investigation and verified that all crew were safe. 
 

 Sea Robbery/ North of Pulau Nongsa, SOMS, Indonesia/ 20 Dec 19. 

 

A sea robbery incident was reported onboard a Bangladesh flagged Bulk Carrier AKIJ GLOBE 

approximately 3.5 Nm north of Pulau Nongsa, Indonesia, in the eastbound lane of TSS in the SOMS 

on 20 Dec 19. Whilst underway, five armed perpetrators were sighted in the Engine Room. The alarm 

was raised and upon hearing the alarm, the perpetrators confronted three crew members in the Engine 

Room. They stole few machinery spares and escaped in a small boat. The Master reported the incident 

to the Singapore VTIS and thereafter resumed passage to Singapore. The Singapore Police Coast 

Guard boarded the ship upon arrival. All crew members were reported to be safe. 
 

 Attempted Sea Theft/ Off Tanjung Sengkuang, Batam, SOMS, Indonesia/ 21 Dec 19. 

  
A sea theft incident was reported onboard a Panama flagged bulk carrier JIAN FA approximately       

3 Nm northwest of Tanjung Sengkuang, Pulau Batam, Indonesia, in the eastbound lane of the TSS in 

the Singapore Strait on 21 Dec 19. Whilst underway, an unknown number of perpetrators boarded the 

ship. The Singapore Police Coast Guard notified the Singapore VTIS about the boarding. The ship 

informed Singapore VTIS that a search on board the ship was conducted and no perpetrators were 

sighted. No items were reportedly stolen. 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft/ Lagos Secure Anchorage, / 21 Dec 19.  

     
An attempted sea theft incident was reported on board a product tanker at Lagos Secure anchorage 

area on 21 Dec 19. Duty crew onboard the tanker noticed two unauthorised personnel onboard. Alarm 

was raised and the crew was mustered. Search was carried out onboard the tanker and no items were 

reportedly stolen. 

 

 Attempted Boarding/ Owendo Anchorage, Gabon/ 21 Dec 19.  

 
An attempted boarding incident was reported onboard a Liberia flagged Bulk Carrier AFRICAN 

KALMIA, at Owendo Anchorage, Gabon on 21 Dec 19. About six armed personnel in a skiff came 

alongside an anchored ship and attempted to hook on a ladder to board the vessel. An alarm was 

raised and the port authorities notified. Seeing the alerted crew, the armed personnel aborted the 

attempted boarding. The vessel and crew were reported safe. 

 

 Sea Theft/ Straits of Malacca and Singapore (SOMS)/ 22 Dec 19.  

 

A sea theft incident was reported onboard a barge LKH 2882 being towed by a Singapore flagged tug 

boat KIM HOCK TUG 9 while transiting through the eastbound lane of TSS in SOMS on 22 Dec 19. 

Two small boats came alongside and unknown number of perpetrators boarded the barge, and stole 

scrap metal onboard. The master of the tug boat reported to VTIS and sailed into Singapore waters, 
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after which the Singapore Police Coast Guard and Republic of Singapore Navy assisted to chase away 

the boats. Vessel and crew were reported safe. 

 
 Attempted Sea Robbery/ NE of Nongsa point, Batam,  SOMS, Indonesia/ 23 Dec 19. 

 
A Sea Robbery incident was reported onboard a Panama flagged tanker BAMZI approximately 4.2 

Nm northeast of Nongsa Point, Pulau Batam, Indonesia, in the eastbound lane of TSS in SOMS on   

23 Dec 19. While underway, the chief engineer and duty engineer sighted three perpetrators in the 

engine room armed with a knife. The alarm was raised and the perpetrators escaped immediately. 

Two motormen were later found tied up by the perpetrators. The crew was reported safe, nothing was 

stolen and the ship resumed her voyage. 

 

 Attempted Sea Robbery/ NE of Nongsa point, Batam,  SOMS, Indonesia/ 23 Dec 19. 

 
A sea robbery incident was reported onboard a Panama flagged bulk carrier TRUST STAR 

approximately 4.5 Nm northeast of Nongsa Point, Pulau Batam, Indonesia, in the eastbound lane of 

TSS in SOMS on 23 Dec 19. Whilst underway, six perpetrators were sighted in the Engine Room. 

The perpetrators escaped when the ship’s alarm system was raised. The Master reported the incident 

to Singapore VTIS and deviated to Singapore port. Upon ship’s arrival, the Singapore Police Coast 

Guard boarded the ship and conducted a search onboard. No perpetrators were sighted onboard and 

the crew was reported to be safe. 
 
 Attempted Boarding / 180 Nm Southwest of Brass, Nigeria / 24 Dec 19.  

     

An attempted boarding incident was reported onboard a Malta flagged crude oil tanker ISTANBUL 

approximately 180 Nm Southwest of Brass, Nigeria on 24 Dec 19. The vessel was outbound in laden 

condition when it was approached by one speedboat with eight personnel onboard who tried to board 

the vessel twice but failed. The crew and vessel were reported safe. 

 

 Attempted Sea Robbery/ Panjang Anchorage, Sumatra, Indonesia/ 24 Dec 19.  

 

An attempted sea robbery incident was reported onboard a Singapore flagged Tanker MTM PENANG, 

at Panjang Customary Anchorage, Lampung, Sumatra, Indonesia on 24 Dec 19. Whilst at anchor, 

while the third Engineer was doing safety round at the Engine Room, three perpetrators armed with 

knives boarded the ship and attempted to attack the crew. The perpetrators escaped when the alarm 

was raised. A search was conducted onboard the ship. The Master reported the incident to Panjang 

Vessel Traffic System (VTS) and to the Company Security Officer (CSO). The crew was reported to 

be safe. 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft/ East of Pulau Karimun Kecil, SOMS, Indonesia/ 25 Dec 19. 

     

An attempted sea theft was reported onboard a UK flagged tanker STENA IMMORTAL 4.6 Nm east of 

Pulau Karimun Kecil, Indonesia, in the eastbound lane of TSS in SOMS on 25 Dec 19. Whilst 

underway, six unarmed perpetrators were spotted in the Engine Room. An alarm was raised and the 

perpetrators escaped empty handed in a boat. There was no confrontation between the perpetrators 

and the crew. The incident was reported to Singapore Vessel Traffic Information System.  
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 Attempted Boarding/ Northwest of Sao Tome / 28 Dec 19.  

     

An attempted boarding incident was reported onboard a tanker LNG LOKOJA, approximately 65 Nm 

northwest of Sao Tome, Gulf of Guinea while enroute to Bonny on 28  Dec 19 . The tanker managed 

to thwart attack by evasive manoeuvring from a single speed boat with reportedly ten perpetrators 

onboard. The tanker was later escorted by Nigerian patrol boat DEFENDER 6. The crew was reported 

to be safe. 

 

 Kidnap/ Limboh Anchorage, Cameroon / 30 Dec 19.  

 
A kidnapping incident was reported onboard a Greek flagged product tanker HAPPY LADY at Limboh 

anchorage, Cameroon on 30 Dec 19. Around six personnel armed with guns boarded the anchored 

tanker. A distress message was sent by the tanker. The personnel stole ship’s cash and properties and 

kidnapped eight crew members before escaping. One crew was reported injured. Upon receiving the 

distress message, the IMB Piracy Reporting Centre immediately notified and liaised with the 

authorities. A security boat was sent by the authorities to provide assistance. Investigation is presently 

underway. 

 

 Attempted boarding/ SW of Okrowi Oil Production Terminal, Gulf of Guinea / 30 Dec 19.  

 

An attempted boarding incident was reported onboard a Singapore flagged Bulk carrier DROGBA 

approximately 20 Nm southwest of Okrowi Oil Production Terminal, Nigeria on 30 Dec 19. The 

Company Security Officer (CSO) reported that while the ship was pursued by a suspected pirate skiff 

while she was underway to Port Harcourt. As the skiff came closer to the ship, there was an exchange 

of gunfire between the seven Nigerian Armed Guards onboard the ship and the perpetrators. The 

perpetrators eventually aborted the pursuit and fled.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Comments.  Increased number of incidents of Piracy and Armed Robbery in Straits of Malacca 

and Singapore (SOMS) continue to be reported. While three incidents were reported in the month 

of Oct 19, and five were reported in the month of Nov 19, the numbers increased to eight for the 

month of Dec 19. In addition, following has been observed:- 

(a) While most of the incidents reported earlier during the year involved tugs and barges, a 

change has been observed with only one out of five incidents in the month of Nov 19 and two 

out of eight incidents were onboard a tug and barge while remaining related to bulk 

carriers/tankers.  

(b) All incidents in Dec 19 were reported in the eastbound lane of the TSS in SOMS. 

(c) Four of the incidents involved usage of weapons, mostly knives and violence with the 

crew. In all the incidents, perpetrators actually boarded the ship while they were successful in 

stealing stuff in only three of the incidents.  

(d) The stolen stuff ranged from personal effects to engine spares and scrap metal. 

(e) Enhanced vigilance is being exercised by all littorals and proactive action being 

undertaken involving necessary navigational broadcasts on receipt of any report of suspicious 

activity and even escorting of the vessels in some of the cases. 
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 Drug Smuggling/ Gulf Of Oman / 13 Dec 19.                          (Hashish) 

French Ship FS COURBET, operating in the Gulf of 

Oman in direct support of CTF 150, seized 3,534 Kg of 

hashish on 13 Dec 19. The estimated regional wholesale 

value of the drugs was evaluated to be USD 1.8 million.  

 

 

 

 Contraband Smuggling/Off Mumbai, India/ 14 Dec 19.         (Foreign liquor & Cigarettes)                                 

Indian Coast Guard intercepted two suspiciously moving fishing boats 20 Nm off the Mumbai coast, 

on 14 Dec 19. The ICG detained 10 personnel from these boats, who were coming from Gujarat. 

They also seized foreign liquor, cigarettes, and USD 25,103. Apart from US currency, ICG also 

recovered a pouch containing cannabis. All 10 personnel have been booked under relevant sections of 

Indian Penal Code (IPC) and the Cigarettes and other Tobacco Products Act (COFTA). 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Mozambique Coast, Mozambique/ 14 Dec 19.                      (Heroin)                   

The Mozambican defence and security forces intercepted a 

gang of foreign drug traffickers about 27 Nm from the 

Mozambican coast, on 14 Dec 19. Occupants of the boat 

used a bottle of gas to set the vessel on fire. The flames also 

devoured the 1,500 kilos of heroin that the boat was   

reportedly carrying. The 15 people onboard the boat jumped 

into the Mozambique Channel. Three of them died while the 

other 12 were rescued and placed under arrest in the 

provincial capital, Pemba.  

 Drug Smuggling/ Tuticorin, India/ 15 Dec 19.                                                         (Tobacco)                           

Tamil Nadu police seized more than 2.25 tonnes of dry tobacco leaves on 15 Dec 19, that was to be 

illegally smuggled to Sri Lanka from Ramanathapuram and Tuticorin districts. This included 23 bags 

of packed tobacco leaves that was floating in the Bay of Bengal and washed ashore near 

Dhanushkodi, Tamil Nadu. According to the report, local villagers noticed the bags with 30 to 35 kg 

of tobacco leaves each being washed ashore in the morning. Based on the information, the police 

rushed to the spot and seized tobacco bags. The seized leaves were handed over to the customs 

department in Mandapam for further inquiries.  

 
 Drug Smuggling/Valvettithurai, Sri Lanka / 18 Dec 19.                            (Cannabis)                         

Sri Lanka Navy seized 70 Kgs of cannabis off the northern 

coast of Sri Lanka on 18 Dec 19. The SL Navy recovered 

three parcels of cannabis adrift in the sea area between 

Mailadi and Valvettithurai. Additionally, the Navy also 

recovered two more parcels of Kerala Cannabis washed to 

the Valvettithurai shore. The five parcels contained 70 kg 

(wet weight) of Kerala cannabis, in 15 small packages.  

 

 

 

CONTRABAND SMUGGLING 
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 Drug Smuggling/Gulf Of Oman / 19 Dec 19.                                  (Methamphetamine) 

 

HMS DEFENDER, operating in the Gulf of Oman in 

direct support of Combined Task Force 150 (CTF 150), 

seized 131 kilograms of crystal methamphetamine from a 

dhow on 19 Dec 19. The suspicious vessel which was not 

flying any flag was initially detected by the ship’s 

integral helicopter. A Royal Marine Commando boarding 

team found 11 packages of narcotics, with an estimated 

regional wholesale value of USD 280,000. 

 

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Rameswaram, Tamil Nadu, India / 19 Dec 19.           (Marijuana) 

On 23 Dec 19, Tamil Nadu police seized about 12 Kg of marijuana (ganja) after foiling an attempt to 

smuggle the contraband to Sri Lanka. Police seized the contraband at Thoppukadu seashore near 

Pamban in Rameswaram, Tamil Nadu. The smugglers escaped leaving behind a fishing boat and a 

GPS device.  

 

 Drug Smuggling/ Off Little Andaman, India/ 20 Dec 19.                             (Methaquolone)                           

On 20 Dec 19, Indian Coast Guard  Dornier on patrol 

sighted a non-Indian vessel operating east of Little 

Andaman. As the vessel did not respond on V/UHF RT, 

Coast Guard ship ICGS ARUNA ASAF ALI was diverted 

for investigation. The ICG Ship fired warning shots and 

stopped the suspect boat in a position about 125 Nm 

from the nearest land, Little Andaman. Upon boarding, 

six foreign crew were found on the boat and 

approximately 303 Kg of the banned drug Methaqualone 

was recovered (250 packets of one Kg each approximately and 106 packets of 500 grams).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Comments.  While most of the drug seizures are undertaken in the Northern Arabian Sea by 

international naval forces operating in the region, Hashish and Heroin remain the main drugs 

that are being smuggled through the traditional maritime drug routes. According to latest 

assessment released by EUNAVFOR Somalia and CMF, since the start of 2019, CTF 150 had 

seized 48 442.4 kilograms of hashish, 2040.97 kilograms of heroin and 131.38 kilograms of meth, 

with a combined street value of USD 46,327,960.201(as of 03 Nov 19). The high amounts of the 

drugs seized in the successful seizures are an indicator of closer coordination between the various 

regional and extra regional security agencies, thus, bringing out the importance of timely 

information sharing.  
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ILLEGAL, UNREPORTED AND UNREGULATED (IUU) FISHING 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 

 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Berbera Coast, Somalia/ 09 Dec 19. 

The Somalian Coast Guard intercepted three vessels of Egyptian origin for illegal fishing in the 

vicinity of Berbera. All the involved sailors (90) were arrested and the vessels were seized. An 

investigation in this regard is presently underway. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Reunion Island/ 14 Dec 19. 

On  14 Dec 19, the National Fisheries Monitoring Center of CROSS Etel detected the presence of a 

suspicious fishing fleet at about 125 Nm south of Reunion Island. Two Chinese fishing vessels 

accompanied by a suspected reefer were transiting at low speed, and without authorisation, in the 

southwest of Reunion Island’s EEZ. Two other vessels in the same location, without AIS, were also 

reported by a commercial vessel transiting that particular area.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Malvan, India/ 14 Dec 19. 

On 14 Dec 19, a team from the Department of Fisheries of Maharashtra intercepted the trawler named 

SAO PAULO (registration number "IND-GA-01-MM-396") for illegal fishing in the Malvan area 

during a routine patrol. The vessel was reportedly fishing late in the evening using LED bulbs, which 

is prohibited by law. The catch worth USD 850, along with 

other fishing equipment was seized. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Hikkaduwa, Sri Lanka/ 18 Dec 19. 

Sri Lanka Navy apprehended two personnel who were engaged 

in illegal fishing using illegal lights in the seas off Hikkaduwa, 

on 18 Dec 19. These personnel were apprehended during an 

operation carried out to avert the destruction of marine 

resources caused by the illegal means of fishing. A dinghy, 

OBM and LED bulbs used by them were also taken into Naval 

custody and were handed over to the office of the Assistant 

Director of Fisheries-Galle.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Off Kerala, India/ 21 Dec 19. 

On 21 Dec 19, fishing vessel ANNA THERESIA was seized by the authorities while fishing juvenile 

fish off Kerala. The seizure took place following a joint inspection by the Maritime Law Enforcement 

and Fisheries Departments as part of measures to stop fishing juvenile fish. The catch was auctioned 

and a fine of USD 3511 was imposed on the vessel for illegal fishing. 

 

 IUU Fishing/ Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 24 Dec 19. 

 

Sri Lanka Navy apprehended seven personnel engaged in 

illegal fishing activities using unauthorised nets in Nilaveli, 

Trincomalee on 24 Dec 19. The apprehension was made 

during a patrol conducted in the general area of Nilaveli by the 

Navy. The apprehended personnel along with an unauthorised 

fishing net, a dinghy and other fishing gear was handed over to 

the Fisheries department,  Trincomalee for onward action.  
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 IUU Fishing/ Andaman & Nicobar Island, India/ 25 Dec 19.  

 

In an air coordinated operation, Indian Coast Guard 

apprehended a foreign fishing boat with 19 crew illegally 

fishing in Indian EEZ on 25 Dec 19. The boat was first 

spotted by Indian Coast Guard  Dornier aircraft on patrol. 

Coast Guard ship ICG VIJIT was diverted for further 

investigation. The fishing boat tried to evade and carried out 

evasive manoeuvres to avoid the apprehension. The Indian 

Coast Guard successfully intercepted the fleeing vessel along 

with its crew. The boat and the crew was escorted to Port 

Blair and handed over to Andaman & Nicobar police for 

further investigation.  

 

 IUU Fishing/ Kamorta Island, India/ 27 Dec 19.  

 

The Indian Coast Guard apprehended 15 foreign poachers 

alongwith fishing boat for poaching of sea cucumber in 

1`Indian waters on 27 Dec 19. The foreign boat was engaged 

in illegal fishing in the Indian EEZ which was in clear 

violations to the Maritime Zones of India Act. Upon being 

spotted by  the Indian Coast Guard Interceptor Boat C-422, 

the boat increased speed and headed towards the shallow 

waters to evade apprehension. The boat was carrying diving 

equipment like diving compressors, diving cylinders and 

masks etc. for catching sea cucumbers from Indian waters. 

All 15 poachers were handed over to Kamorta Police for 

further investigation.  

  

 IUU Fishing/ Off Ambalangoda, Sri Lanka/ 28 Dec 19. 

 

Sri Lanka Navy, in coordination with the Department of 

Fisheries and Aquatic Resources, apprehended seven 

personnel engaged in illegal fishing in the seas off 

Ambalangoda on 28 Dec 19. During an operation carried out 

by the Navy in coordination with the Department of Fisheries 

and Aquatic Resources, four dinghies engaged in illegal 

fishing using lights were spotted. Seven personnel onboard the 

dinghies were apprehended by Navy. The suspects have been 

identified as the residents of Ambalangoda area. Four 

dinghies, OBMs, LED lights and batteries used by them were 

also taken into naval custody. Further investigation on the 

apprehended suspects and the items was conducted by the 

Department of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources. 

 
 IUU Fishing/ Off Sri Lanka/ 28 Dec 19.  

 

Three foreign FVs with 14 fishermen were apprehended by SL Navy off Delft island on 28 Dec 19. 

Subsequently, the apprehended fishermen were escorted to SL Naval Ship Uththara. The fishermen 

were handed over to Assistant Director of Fisheries in Jaffna for medical examination and onward 

action. 
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IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 

 

 
 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Negombo, Sri Lanka/ 05 Dec 19. 

 

In a joint operation on 05 Dec 19, Sri Lanka Navy along with Sri Lanka Police foiled a human 

smuggling attempt and apprehended the suspects. The joint raid was carried out around Negombo 

area, where the suspects were identified while travelling in a van in an attempt to migrate to New 

Zealand illegally by sea. The 16 suspects along with the driver of the van were arrested. The suspects, 

aged between 19 to 46 have been identified as residents of Walachchenei. Further, Navy and Police 

have extended their investigation in order to locate the smuggler behind the nexus. 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Kawthaung, Myanmar / 15 Dec 19. 

 

Myanmar Navy detained 173 migrants from a boat off the 

southern coast of Myanmar on 15 Dec 19. The navy seized 

the vessel carrying the group, which included 22 children, 

off the coast of Tanintharyi Division’s Kawthaung 

Township. Authorities stated that the Navy found them on 

a suspicious boat in the sea and handed them over to 

police for further proceedings. 

 

 

 
 

 Irregular Human Migration / Zamboanga Port, Philippines/ 16 Dec 19. 

The Philippine Coast Guard rescued 13 alleged human 

trafficking victims in Zamboanga City who were outbound 

for Sandakan, Malaysia on 16 Dec 19. The victims, all 

females, were rescued while onboard MV Antonia 1, a 

vessel owned and operated by Aleson Shipping Line Inc. 

The operation was carried out by a joint team in Zamboanga 

Port.  

 
 
 Irregular Human Migration / Off Southern Coast of Spain / 16 Dec 19. 

On 16 Dec, Moroccan coastguard vessel retrieved seven bodies and rescued 70 migrants whose boat 

got into difficulty in the Mediterranean, a military source said. The survivors, including 10 women 

and a baby, were transferred to Nador in northern Morocco, where they would receive medical care. 

According  to Spanish authorities, the boat capsized overnight carrying around 100 migrants headed 

towards Spain and it was reported that 24 remain missing.  

 
 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Thalaimannar, Sri Lanka / 26 Dec 19. 

 

On 26 Dec 19, Sri Lankan Navy, received information about a boat which had embarked a group of 

Sri Lankan asylum seekers from India. SL Navy carried out a thorough search operation in 

Thalaimannar, which resulted in apprehension of five illegal immigrants. Reportedly, the personnel 

had immigrated to the Delft island through the sea routes. Further investigation was being conducted 

by the local Police. 
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 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Libya / 27 Dec 19. 

On 27 Dec 19, Italy authorised the arrival of two charity ships carrying more than 100 migrants 

rescued in the Mediterranean, under the terms of an agreement with other EU countries. Reportedly, 

the migrants were rescued off the coast of Libya. German charity Sea-Eye's ALAN KURDI (named 

after a Syrian child whose drowning in the Mediterranean in 2015 brought global attention to the 

migrant crisis) docked in the Sicilian port of Messina while the OCEAN VIKING of SOS 

Mediterranean docked at Pozzallo, Sicily. Reportedly, the European Commission started the 

procedure of distributing the 61 migrants on the Alan Kurdi and the 60 aboard the Ocean Viking. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration/ Off Trincomalee, Sri Lanka/ 31 Dec 19. 

  

Sri Lanka Navy nabbed four Sri Lankans for attempting to migrate illegally by sea during a special 

operation conducted in Padikei area of Trincomalee on 31 Dec 19. Preliminary investigations revealed 

that nearly 50 other personnel were preparing to illegally migrate out of the country. The Sri Lankan 

Navy was searching for the other suspects. It was also revealed that the suspects had returned to the 

island after their attempt to migrate was thwarted due to the naval operations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments.  According to the UN International Organization for Migration, 110,669 migrants 

and refugees entered Europe by sea during the year 2019, marking the sixth straight year that at 

least 100,000 arrivals were recorded on three Mediterranean Sea Routes. The total is only slightly 

below the 116,273 men, women and children who crossed the Mediterranean in this fashion in 

2018, a decline of about five per cent. Deaths recorded on the three main Mediterranean Sea 

routes through 2019 are at 1,283 individuals—or about 44% of the 2,299 deaths confirmed during 

the same period in 2018. The Mediterranean has claimed the lives of at least 19,164 migrants 

since 2014. 
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MARITIME INCIDENTS 

  
 Medevac/ Off Malacca Straits, Malaysia/ 02 Dec 19. 

The Selangor Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency 

(MMEA) rescued a Japanese senior citizen who had 

breathing difficulties while onboard a cruise ship OCEAN 

DREAM in the waters off the Malacca Straits on 02 Dec 19. 

A boat was deployed after receiving a distress call from the 

Putrajaya search and rescue operations centre. Medical 

evacuation was provided at 5.7 Nm off the south of Pulau 

Ketam. The rescued crew was brought to Port Klang for 

further treatment. 

 
 

 Collision/ Bakauheni Anchorage, Sunda Strait / 03 Dec 19. 

 

On 03 Dec 19, three ferries collided while anchored at southern anchorage of Bakauheni Port, 

Sumatra. Ferry AMARISA dragged her anchor and collided subsequently with ferry NUSA ASUNG 

and with ferry SUKI 2. All the ships reportedly sustained damages. 

 
 SAR/ Off Goa, India/ 03 Dec 19. 

On 03 Dec 19, Tamil Nadu Fisheries authority at Kolachel, 

India intimated that 50 fishing vessels were stranded and in 

distress due to rough seas in a position 250 Nm West of 

Goa. Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre at Mumbai 

facilitated the rescue by activating the International Safety 

Net. A total of seven Merchant Vessels transiting through 

the area responded and were requested to provide assistance 

to the distressed fishing boats in the vicinity till the arrival 

of ICG ships. Indian MV NAVDHENU PURNA rescued 86 

fishermen from seven fishing vessels and a Japanese flagged 

vessel MV TOWADA rescued around 34 fishermen from the 

distressed fishing vessels. Eight Coast Guard ships and three 

Dornier aircraft were involved in the rescue. A total of 264 

fishermen were reportedly rescued. 

 

 Sunk/ Off Chao Praya, Thailand / 03 Dec 19. 

 

Tanker GOLDEN BRIDGE 2 sunk off Chao Praya river 

estuary, in Gulf of Siam, south of Bangkok on 03 Dec 19. 

Reportedly, rough seas led to the sinking of tanker which 

had approximately 100 tons of bunker fuel onboard at the 

time of accident. Three personnel were successfully rescued. 

Reportedly, some 20 tons of fuel leaked, creating a 04 

kilometre long slick, which was drifting towards eastern 

coast of the Gulf. The Royal Thai Navy was tasked with 

preventing oil slick advance towards the coast. In addition, 

other available anti pollution resources were deployed.  

 Unauthorised Anchoring/ Penang Island, Malaysia / 05 Dec 19. 

A Panama flagged VLCC, SILVANA III fled an inspection by the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement 

Agency (MMEA) during the afternoon of 05 Dec, An MMEA maritime patrol originally spotted the 
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VLCC, anchored 40 Nm off the coast of Kuala Kurau. Reportedly, the vessel didn’t have permission 

to anchor in the region. As a result, MMEA approached the ship, in order to board the vessel and 

carried out an inspection. However, the vessel did not lower the gangway and proceeded to sail away 

from the anchorage. 

 

 Capsize/ Off Gujarat Coast, India/ 06 Dec 19. 

Seven fishermen went missing after their boat capsized in the Arabian Sea off the Gujarat coast on   

06 Dec 19. The boat named MOINE had set sail on 03 Dec 19 for fishing with seven fishermen 

onboard. Reportedly, the boat capsized in the Arabian Sea after three days due to unknown reasons 

with all the seven fishermen onboard missing. The Indian Coast Guard launched a search and rescue 

operation but none of the seven fishermen could be located/ rescued.  However, the capsized boat was 

recovered floating off the Gir Somnath coast.  

 

 Capsize/ Off Kinniya, Sri Lanak/ 08 Dec 19.  

A Sri Lanka Navy team recovered bodies of three 

fishermen who had gone missing after their dinghy 

capsized in the seas off Kinniya in Eastern Sri Lanka 

on 08 Dec 19. Following the information received 

from the police about a capsized dinghy near the 

Upparu Bridge in Kinniya, the Navy promptly 

dispatched a ship and a team of Navy divers to the 

location in search of missing fishermen. Two of the 

fishermen swam to the shores and survived the 

incident. The recovered bodies were handed over to 

the Kinniya Police for onward investigation.  
 

 SAR/ Malacca Strait, Indonesia/ 09 Dec 19. 

An Indonesia cargo vessel KM BAHARI INDAH 5 capsized while transporting goods from Dumai, 

Indonesia, to Johor, Malaysia, on 09 Dec 19 due to rough seas. The ship suffered water ingress which 

caused the engine failure. Indonesian and Malaysian authorities deployed the search vessels. Four 

crew members kept floating in the sea for approximately 28 hours before they were rescued by       

MV SINAR MASELA. They were equipped with life jackets and had embraced themselves so as not to 

separate. They were taken to Dumai after their rescue. 

 

 Aground/ Pangasinan Province Coast, Philippines/ 10 Dec 19. 

A Product tanker CHEMITEC ran aground on 10 Dec 19 

off Pangasinan province coast, western Luzon, 

Philippines. The vessel carrying about 15,471 tons of 

paraxylene material was reportedly bound for Ningbo, 

China from Brunei when it encountered engine trouble. 

Tug PROCYON reached the site and rendered assistance 

to the ship. 

 

Update  
 

09 Dec 19 - Kuala Kurau Maritime Zone Director, issued orders to local maritime authorities to 

locate and seize the vessel, as the ship had been found guilty of violating article 491 B (I) of 

Malaysia’s Merchant Shipping Ordinance. 
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 Sunk/ Lembata Island, Indonesia/ 10 Dec 19. 

 
Indonesian flagged Cargo Ship KM SHIMPO 16 capsized 

and sank alongside berth on 10 Dec after being involved 

in a collision in the port of Lewoleba, Indonesia. The 

SHIMPO 16 had been unloading a cargo of cement at the 

time, when the Indonesian-flagged Cargo Ship, MAJU 8 

crashed against the ship’s starboard side. The bulbous 

bow of the Maju ruptured the hull of the Shimpo 16 and 

the vessel experienced considerable water ingress. As a 

result, the vessel started listing to one side and quickly 

capsized, sinking shortly thereafter. 

 

 

 SAR/ Ho Chi Min City, Vietnam/ 11 Dec 19. 

On 11 Dec 19, at Long Tau River, Vietnam, two divers 

engaged in removing containers from the wreck of 

container ship VIETSUN INTEGRITY, suddenly 

experienced suffocation. Three other divers from the same 

dive team rushed to their help but got trapped under the 

collapsed container. Two divers were rescued and 

hospitalised, in critical condition. Three divers reportedly 

remained missing.  
 

 Capsize/Off Gujarat, India/ 16 Dec 19. 

Three fishermen died, one went missing and 18 were rescued after four boats capsized at two different 

places in the Arabian Sea off Saurashtra coast in Gujarat on 16 Dec 19. According to the police, in the 

first incident three boats with 15 fishermen of Rajapara of Gir Somnath district were onboard when 

their boat capsized in the wee hours around 25 Nm off Rajapara port. Four fishermen went missing 

whereas others were rescued. The bodies of three fishermen were later recovered. In another incident, 

a fishing boat capsized off Harshad village coast Dwarka district. All six fishermen onboard were 

reportedly rescued.  

  
 SAR/ Off Gale Harbour, Sri Lanka/ 17 Dec 19. 

The Sri Lanka Navy rendered assistance to bring an ill 

fisherman ashore for treatment on 17 Dec 19. A trawler 

named 'RANDIR PUTHA’ had set sail from the fisheries 

harbour in Ambalangoda when a fisherman onboard fell ill 

Update  
 

The vessel ’s crew comprising of 20 Chinese and three Myanmarese were reportedly safe. In 

addition, no coral reefs were hit during the incident. The crew continued to stay inside the vessel 

while the processing of the permit of the salvor company that would tow it to safer ground was 

ongoing. The stranded vessel was under continuous monitoring of Philippines Coast Guard, Navy 

and Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources, in addition to other national agencies. 

Update  
 

According to the initial investigation, the MAJU 8 experienced some measure of steering failure, 

which led to the unfortunate collision. The 16 seafarers onboard SHIMPO 16 were all rescued 

following the sinking of the vessel and were reportedly in good health. 
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due to a heart disease. Upon being informed by the owner of the vessel, the Navy swiftly sent an 

Inshore Patrol Craft (IPC) to retrieve the patient. Accordingly, the patient was taken onboard the 

naval vessel and was rushed ashore. The patient was promptly transferred to the Karapitiya Teaching 

Hospital for treatment. 

  

 Collision/ Thiruvananthapuram, India / 17 Dec 19. 

 

Six fishermen suffered injuries after an unidentified ship rammed into their fishing boat at Poonthura 

in Thiruvananthapuram on 17 Dec 19. The injured were rescued by occupants of another fishing boat 

and were rushed to the Government Medical College Hospital, Thiruvananthapuram. As per the 

Coastal Police, the collision is said to have happened at the mid-sea.  The investigation is underway to 

identify the vessel.  

 

 Collision/ Off Wajag Island, Indonesia/ 18 Dec 19. 

 
Cruise ship AQUA BLU, with dozens of tourists onboard, 

ran onto reef off Wajag Island, Indonesia, on 18 Dec 19. 

The ship refloated with high tide and headed for Batanta 

Island. It was reported that AQUA BLU didn’t suffer 

serious damages, but reef was reported to have been 

damaged.  
 
 Death/ Off Colombo, Sri Lanka / 20 Dec 19. 

Captain of a Turkish bulk carrier INCE KARADENIZ was 

killed and five others injured following an onboard clash 

while the vessel was sailing off Sri Lanka on 20 Dec 19. 

The bulk carrier was enroute from Indonesia via Singapore 

to Suez. It was reported that the Captain reprimanded oiler 

earlier, following which the sailor attacked Captain with a 

knife. Other crew members were also wounded during the 

scuffle. The ship contacted Sri Lanka authorities and 

changed course, heading for Colombo. The Turkish 

Consulate was also informed.  

 
 SAR/ Off Danao City, Philippines/ 23 Dec 19. 

A motor vessel was rescued by the Philippines Coast Guard off the coast of Barangay Taytay in 

Danao City, Cebu on 23 Dec 19. The Coast Guard officials stated that the boat with at least six 

passengers and an operator, departed Camotes Island, even after typhoon warning signal number one 

was issued by the weather bureau earlier in the day due to Typhoon Ursula. The owner of the boat 

stated that the engine of their boat failed while enroute to Danao Port from Camotes Island. Upon 

reporting to PCG Danao substation, the boat was rescued and towed to the Danao Port. The boat was 

kept under detention pending investigation for sailing despite typhoon warning. 

 

 Seizure/ Off Bahang Bay, Malaysia/ 24 Dec 19. 

Thai freighter BANGSAKAO was detained by Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency MMEA on    

24 Dec 19, for allegedly anchoring illegally in position 4.5 Nm North of Bahang Bay, northern 

Update  
 

According to the initial investigation, the suspect described as oiler of the vessel, had allegedly 

fatally stabbed the victim in the neck and later attacked other crew members who had attempted to 

intervene. The wounded crew members received treatment at a private hospital in Colombo while 

the suspect was detained by the harbour police. 
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Penang island coast, Malaysia. According to an official statement, MMEA was alerted by locals. The 

ship was taken to Penang and berthed at Butterworth. Reportedly, ship was to be released after paying 

a heavy fine.  

 

 SAR/ Off Hikdop Island, Philippines/ 24 Dec 19. 

A boat carrying 20 passengers bound for Dinagat Island for Christmas was rescued by the Philippine 

Coast Guard (PCG) after its engine failed, buffeted by strong winds and heavy rains due to Typhoon 

Ursula on 24 Dec 19. The boat’s engine failed off the coast of Hikdop Island on 24 Dec 19. The 

incident prompted crew to send distress calls to the Philippine Coast Guard and other rescuers from 

San Jose town. PCG officials stated that since all trips to Dinagat Island are suspended because of the 

typhoon, the boat sneaked out of Surigao City using a different route amid the ban on sea travel 

earlier issued by PCG. 

 

 SAR/ Indian Ocean, Kenya/ 25 Dec 19. 

The Kenyan police rescued eight fishermen who miraculously survived 18 days in the Indian Ocean 

along the Kenyan coast. The eight were spotted and rescued by marine police on patrol on 25 Dec 19. 

Whilst in deep waters, their boat had capsized by strong winds. Officials said that they had been 

reported missing at Ziwayu beach. Upon their rescue, the eight were rushed to Malindi Sub County 

Hospital for a medical check-up. 

 
 SAR/ Off Mangaluru, India/ 25 Dec 19. 

Indian Coast Guard Ship SAVITRIBAI PHULE assisted MV SG STAR with seven crew on board after 

its engine developed technical snag about 65 Nm 

from Mangaluru coast on  25 Dec 19. On receipt of 

information from Mumbai Region’s CG 

Headquarters, ICGS Savitribai Phule, which was on 

coastal surveillance patrol, was diverted to render 

assistance to the dhow. Damage Control team and 

technical team of ICGS SAVITRIBAI PHULE 

embarked MV SG STAR, controlled flooding and 

restored the main engine. The vessel entered 

Mangaluru Old Port safely on  26 Dec 19.  
 

 SAR/ Off Vanakbara, India/ 29 Dec 19. 

Six fishermen were rescued after their boat sank amid strong winds in the Arabian Sea off Vanakbara 

coast in Diu on 29 Dec 19. The mishap took place around 40 Nm from the Diu coast. Six fishermen 

were reportedly rescued by other fishing boats in the sea and were safely brought ashore.  
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GULF OF ADEN/ GULF OF OMAN WATCH 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 

 

 

 Suspicious Approach/ Bab el Mandeb/ 03 Dec 19. 

Information was received from UKMTO pertaining to a suspicious approach reported by a merchant 

vessel on the 03 Dec 19, by a skiff in the vicinity of Bab el Mandeb. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

UN adopts resolution renewing authorisation for Somalia anti-piracy measures 

 

On 04 Dec 19, United Nations Security Council on Wednesday unanimously adopted Resolution 

2500 renewing the authorisation for Somalia anti-piracy measures till December 2020. 

The resolution decided to renew for 12 months the authorisation for states and regional 

organizations cooperating with Somalia to enter into Somali territorial waters and use all 

necessary means for the purpose of repressing acts of piracy and armed robbery at sea. 

Commending the efforts of numerous States and regional organisations that it named as 

cooperating with the Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of Somalia, which has resulted in a 

steady decline in attacks, the Council stressed, however, that the crime still threatened peace and 

stability, particularly in Somalia itself. It therefore called again upon all States and regional 

organizations that are able to do so to join the fight by deploying naval vessels, arms and military 

aircraft, by providing basing and logistical support for counter-piracy forces, and by seizing boats, 

vessels, arms and other related equipment used in the commission of piracy-related crimes. It also 

called again on all relevant States to take legal action to prevent financing of piracy, to criminalise 

the crime under their domestic law and to favourably consider prosecution of suspected pirates 

apprehended off the coast of Somalia and imprisonment of those convicted. The full text of 

resolution 2500 (2019) may be accessed at https://undocs.org/S/RES/2500(2019). 

 

 
Comments.  While there have been few incidents related to suspicious approach in Gulf of Aden in 

2019, the last piracy incident was reported on 21 Apr 19. The last piracy incident occurred on the 

Republic of Korea flagged FV ADRIA and the Spanish flagged FV TXORI ARGI on 21 Apr 19 

transiting through the Somali Basin. Both of these attacks were unsuccessful due to the presence of 

of armed security onboard. The improved state of maritime security in the Gulf of Aden and off the 

Horn of Africa may be attributed to the increased military presence in the region , strict adherence 

by the shipping community to BMP5 and may also be attributed to employment of privately 

contracted armed security personnel (PCASP) onboard. However, the activities of Pirate Action 

groups (PAGs) also remain weather influenced with greater activity observed with the improvement 

in weather conditions.  Thus, the fact is reiterated that piracy is not eradicated but just suppressed. 

Continued presence of international naval forces under Op Atlanta (EU NAVFOR Somalia), CTF-

150(CMF), Op Sankalp (Indian Navy), independent deployers and recently formed International 

Maritime Security Construct (IMSC) and European Maritime Awareness in the SoH (EMASOH), 

will further contribute towards ensuring safe and secure seas for all in the region. 

 

https://undocs.org/S/RES/2500(2019)
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EVENTS OF INTEREST 

 

 

D, UNREGULATED FISHING 

 

 

 First International Liaison Officer (ILO) joins IFC-IOR. 

 

On 02 Dec 19, first International Liaison Officer (ILO) 

joined IFC-IOR. Capt Bertrand de Lorgeril from France 

was welcomed into the IFC-IOR team in the presence of 

members from French embassy as well as from Indian 

Navy and IFC-IOR.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 IMO Assembly elects new 40-Member Council. 

 

The IMO Assembly met for its 31st session at IMO 

Headquarters in London, United Kingdom from 27 Nov 

to 04 Dec 19. It was the largest-ever gathering at IMO 

Headquarters in London, attended by about 1,700 

participants, from 167 Member States, as well as 

observers from intergovernmental and non-governmental 

organisations. The Assembly approved the renewal of      

Mr. Kitack Lim's appointment as Secretary-General of 

IMO, for a second and final term of four years (01 Jan 20 

to 31 Dec 23). It also adopted the Organisation's budget 

and work programme for 2020 and 2021. A new 40-

Member IMO Council for the 2020-2021 bienniums was 

elected. The Assembly also adopted a number of 

important resolutions on key aspects of the Organization's work. More details may be accessed at  

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/MeetingSummaries/Assembly/Pages/Assembly-31st-session.aspx 

 

The IMO council 

 

The Council is the executive organ of IMO and is responsible, under the Assembly, for supervising 

the work of the Organization.  Between sessions of the Assembly, the Council performs all the 

functions of the Assembly, except that of making recommendations to Governments on maritime 

safety and pollution prevention. The IMO Assembly elected the following States to be Members of 

its Council for the 2020-2021 bienniums: 

Category (a)    10 States with the largest interest in providing international shipping services: 
China, Greece, Italy, Japan, Norway, Panama, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, United 

Kingdom, United States. 

Category (b)    10 States with the largest interest in international seaborne trade: 
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, India, the Netherlands, Spain and the 

United Arab Emirates. 

Category (c)    20 States not elected under (a) or (b) above, which have special interests in 

maritime transport or navigation and whose election to the Council will ensure the 

representation of all major geographic areas of the world: 
Bahamas, Belgium, Chile, Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, Indonesia, Jamaica, Kenya, Kuwait, Malaysia, 

Malta, Mexico, Morocco, Peru, the Philippines, Singapore, South Africa, Thailand and Turkey. 

  

 

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/MeetingSummaries/Assembly/Pages/Assembly-31st-session.aspx
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 Anti-Maritime Piracy Bill introduced in Indian Parliament. 

 

On 09 Dec 19, an Anti- Maritime Piracy bill was introduced in the Indian Parliament that would be 

the  domestic anti-piracy legislation for the prosecution of persons for piracy-related crimes and to 

promote the safety and security of India's maritime trade including the safety of its vessels and crew 

members. A text of the bill available on the Lok Sabha website may be accessed at 

http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced/369_2019_LS_Eng.pdf  

 

 Anti-hijacking exercise conducted off the West Coast of India. 

 

The Indian Navy, in collaboration with Indian Coast 

Guard, Cochin Port Trust and other concerned stake 

holders, conducted a large scale Anti Hijacking Exercise 

off the Port of Kochi on 18 Dec 19. The Exercise named 

“Apharan” saw participation of multiple agencies, 

including more than 12 ships and helicopters of the Indian 

Navy, Indian Coast Guard and Cochin Port Trust. As part 

of the scenario, interdiction of a ‘rogue’ vessel outside 

Kochi port and insertion of Marine Commandos onto the 

rogue/hijacked vessel through boarding operations, as 

well as slithering down onto its deck from a Sea King 

helicopter, were exercised.  

 

 Cyclonic storms over Southwest Arabian Sea and Southern IOR. 

 
On 09 Dec 19, Cyclonic storm PAWAN developed over southwest Arabian Sea about 350 Nm east-

southeast of Socotra Island (Yemen) and 900 Nm west-northwest of Kochi (Kerala). Cyclone Ambali 

formed as a tropical depression in the Southern Indian Ocean on 04 Dec and quickly strengthened into 

a tropical storm, about 595 miles west-southwest of Diego Garcia. Ambali moved SSW before 

running into hostile atmospheric conditions leading to dissipation in four days. A disturbance North of 

Madagascar developed into a tropical depression and was upgraded to Tropical Storm Belna. Météo 

Madagascar issued green alerts for the Madagascan districts of Diana, Sava, and Sofia on 04 Dec 

based on a high probability of Belna impacting northeastern Madagascar. Accordingly, cyclone 

response measures were activated by the National Office for Risk and Disaster Management and 

humanitarian organizations across northern Madagascar. 

 

Cyclonic Storm PAWAN in SW Arabian Sea AMBALI and BELNA in the South Indian Ocean Region 

Comments. This was the first instance where such a large scale exercise involving all stake 

holders has been conducted in Kerala. The Exercise ‘Apharan’ was aimed at streamlining the 

response mechanism/ preparedness to thwart any attempt by Anti-National Elements to hijack a 

merchant vessel or attempt forced entry of a rogue/commandeered merchant vessel into Kochi 

harbour. The exercise provided an opportunity to all stakeholders to assess the preparedness of 

their respective organisations, identify gaps to address them on priority as well as to formulate an 

integrated Crisis Management Plan for Kochi Port. 

 

http://164.100.47.4/BillsTexts/LSBillTexts/Asintroduced/369_2019_LS_Eng.pdf
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Unconventional tracks of tropical cyclones in the North Indian Ocean Region 

 

A study by Indian Navy’s Meteorology Directorate was undertaken on the ‘Unconventional tracks 

of tropical cyclones in the North Indian Ocean Region’.  The study was undertaken using the data 

on tracks of cyclones that occurred during the month of Nov during the last 30 years (being a 

conventional data sample period for any climatology). The study on the cyclones in the month of 

November from 1999 to 2019 has revealed an important fact that in majority of the cases, the 

‘Classical Track’ of the cyclone was not followed strictly. Various factors play a role in 

determining the path of a cyclone. Though the impact factor of the steering jet current is more in 

defining the final movement of the cyclone, the SST in the region of cyclogenesis provides the initial 

feed to define the movement and intensification before coming under the influence of the jet. The 

generated instability in the atmosphere due to higher SST, affects the β-effect of the cyclone 

influencing the initial randomness in the movement of a system. 

 

Navigation of ships and aircraft through a storm is based on the Navigable and Dangerous Semi 

Circle defined in a Cyclone which is based on the anticlockwise spiral and clockwise spiral of the 

winds in the north and southern hemisphere (as an effect of Coriolis force). The perceived 

‘unconventional’ paths of the cyclone do not warrant any change in the SOPs for navigation as 

long as the tracks of cyclone can be predicted with a fair degree of accuracy.  However, it is to be 

noted that rapid intensification of storms may leave little reaction times even if the paths are 

accurately predicted. 

 

Comments. 2019 witnessed 8 cyclones (3 over BoB and 5 over AS) and 4 depressions/deep depressions 

(1 over BoB and 3 over AS). Out of 5 cyclones over the AS, 4 were severe & above intensity cyclones 

and out of 3 cyclones over BoB, 2 were severe & above intensity cyclones. Thus, the Arabian Sea has 

been more active during 2019 with the formation of 7 CDs against the normal of 1.7 CDs per year. 

Similarly, 5 cyclones have developed over Arabian Sea against the normal of 1 per year. The year 

2019 also witnessed development of more intense cyclones over the Arabian Sea, as out of 5 cyclones, 

there have been 1 cyclonic storm (Pawan), 2 very severe cyclonic storms (Vayu, Hikaa), 1 extremely 

severe cyclonic storm (Maha) and 1 super cyclonic storm (Kyarr). The activity over the Bay of Bengal 

has been subdued this year as compared to Arabian Sea with the formation of only 3 cyclones (Pabuk, 

Fani, Bulbul) against the normal of 4 per year. 

- As per Indian Meteorological Department, based on preliminary analysis, enhanced cyclonic 

activity may be attributed to the following factors 

 (i) The above normal sea surface temperatures (SST) and favourable vertical wind shear between 

upper and lower tropospheric levels 

 (ii) The  positive  Indian  Ocean  Dipole  (IOD)  over Equatorial Indian  Ocean  is  favourable  for  

enhancing  the  convective activity and the lower level convergence of winds over the Arabian Sea 

 (iii) Favourable  Madden  Julian  Oscillation  (MJO)  prevailed  with  the  enhanced  phase  of 

convection lying over the west EIO and adjoining Arabian Sea. Climatologically, about 60% of the 

genesis can be attributed to favourable MJO conditions 

 (iv) Active northeast monsoon conditions prevailed during the season leading to seasonally excess 

rainfall activity over India as on date. The active northeast monsoon conditions help in increasing the 

moisture upto middle troposphere over the Arabian Sea. Also, the atmosphere becomes more unstable 

over the Arabian Sea 
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GEN FOR MARINERS 

 
 

 Indian DG Shipping releases maritime security advisory. 

 

Indian Director General of Shipping issued a maritime security 

advisory (NT Wing Piracy circular No. 4 of 2019) “for vessels calling 

on ports or transiting piracy affected areas on account of increased 

piracy / kidnapping activity”. The advisory has been released for the 

attention of Ship Owners, Ship Managers and concerened shipping 

community.. The advisory reiterates the increase in the number of 

piracy related incidents and consequential requirement of additional 

measures to be undertaken in addition to BMP5. The detailed advisory 

may be accessed at             

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/ShippingNotices/201912240216563199336MSadvisory

NTcir04of2019.pdf.  

 

 

 

 Global project launched to tackle plastic litter from ships and fisheries. 

 

A new global project to prevent and reduce marine plastic litter from 

shipping and fisheries was launched on 05 Dec 19 by the 

International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the Food and 

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). The 

GloLitter Partnerships Project aims to help shipping and fisheries 

move to a low-plastics future. GloLitter will assist developing 

countries identify opportunities to prevent and reduce marine litter, 

including plastic litter, from within the maritime transport and 

fisheries sectors, and to decrease the use of plastics in these 

industries, including identifying opportunities to re-use and recycle 

plastics. The GloLitter Partnerships project will directly help to 

achieve one of the of the specific targets in the global Sustainable 

Development Goal (SDG) 14 - to "prevent and significantly reduce 

marine pollution of all kinds, in particular from land-based activities, 

including marine debris and nutrient pollution, by 2025".  More 

details may be accessed at http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/32-GloLitter-

signing.aspx. 

 

 

 SOLAS amendments entering into force from 01 Jan 20. 

 

A set of important amendments to the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) 

and various codes mandatory under the Convention enter into force on 01 Jan 20. They include:- 

(a) Addressing lifeboat maintenance - preventing accidents with lifeboats 

(b) Subdivision and damage stability 

(c) Planning for evacuation on cruise ships 

(d) Expanding maritime satellite communications equipment providers. 

Full list of SOLAS amendments entering into force on 01 Jan 20 may be accessed at 

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/35-SOLAS-EIF-2020.aspx. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/ShippingNotices/201912240216563199336MSadvisoryNTcir04of2019.pdf
https://www.dgshipping.gov.in/writereaddata/ShippingNotices/201912240216563199336MSadvisoryNTcir04of2019.pdf
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/32-GloLitter-signing.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/32-GloLitter-signing.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/35-SOLAS-EIF-2020.aspx
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 Global limit on sulphur in ships' fuel oil reduced from 01 Jan 20. 

 
From 01 Jan 20, the global upper limit on the sulphur 

content of ships' fuel oil is set to be reduced to 0.50% 

(from 3.50%). Known as "IMO 2020", the reduced 

limit is mandatory for all ships operating outside certain 

designated Emission Control Areas, where the limit is 

already 0.10%. The new limit is part of the 

International Convention for the Prevention of 

Pollution form ships (MARPOL), a key environmental 

treaty under the auspices of the International Maritime 

Organization (IMO) – the United Nations specialized 

agency responsible for developing and adopting 

standards for preventing pollution from ships, as well 

as shipping safety and efficiency, and maritime security.  Various resources for the benefit of 

maritime community pertaining to Sulphur 2020 may be accessed at 

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/34-IMO-2020-sulphur-limit-.aspx. 

 

 Weather Forecast. A monthly weather forecast for the month of Dec 19 in IOR region has 

been uploaded on IFC-IOR website for reference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/34-IMO-2020-sulphur-limit-.aspx
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SOURCES/ NEWS LINKS 

 
 

IMO 

 

IMB-PRC 

 

ReCAAP 

 

RMIFC Madagascar 

 

MDAT-GoG 

 

IFC Singapore 

 

DNK-IOC 

 

Windward 

 

https://arxmaritime.com/ 

  

https://gisis.imo.org/ 

  

https://www.icc-ccs.org/ 

  

https://www.asiatimes.com/ 

 

https://www.fleetmon.com/ 

 

https://www.omanobserver.om/ 

 

https://www.thesundaily.my/ 

 

http://www.colombopage.com/ 

 

http://bernama.com/  

 

http://maritimereview.co.za/ 

 

https://www.nst.com.my/ 

 

https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/ 

 

https://www.vesseltracker.com/ 

 

https://www.thephuketnews.com/ 

 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/ 

     

https://www.andamansheekha.com/ 

 

https://www.infomigrants.net/ 

 

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/ 

 

https://combinedmaritimeforces.com/ 

 

https://arxmaritime.com/
https://gisis.imo.org/
https://www.icc-ccs.org/
https://www.asiatimes.com/
https://www.fleetmon.com/
https://www.omanobserver.om/
https://www.thesundaily.my/
http://www.colombopage.com/
http://bernama.com/
https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/
https://www.vesseltracker.com/
https://www.thephuketnews.com/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/
https://www.andamansheekha.com/
https://www.infomigrants.net/
https://combinedmaritimeforces.com/
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CHARTER OF IFC-IOR 

 
 

 Remain cognizant of the regional and international environment affecting maritime security 

and safety in the IOR.  

 

 Establish linkages and coordinate with national agencies and multinational constructs that are 

relevant to maritime safety and security. 

 

 Maintain a Common Operational Picture (COP) in the unclassified domain, for the IOR and 

beyond. 

 

 Share country specific COP and share maritime security/ safety related information of 

common concern with participants.  

 

 Liaison and interact with other maritime stakeholders by means of regular visits, seminars, 

workshops, exercises (Maritime Security/ MARSEC) and training modules (MDA, MARSEC, HADR 

etc). 

 

 Collate, analyse and disseminate information related to maritime safety and Humanitarian 

Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) requirements from sea. 

 

 Generation of Incident Reports and Situation Reports (SITREPS) on incidents and Vessels of 

Interest (VOIs) and share with concerned agencies. 

 

 Publish a Monthly Report and Advisories as required. 

 

 Host Liaison Officers from participant countries.  

 

 Disseminate unclassified information relevant to submarine safety.  

 

 Trend and Predictive Analysis of historical data gathered from various national and 

international agencies. 
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Disclaimer 

Information collated in the IFC-IOR’s monthly report has been derived from various internal 

and external linkages such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and open 

sources. The report aims to undertake analysis of incidents by establishing trends and 

anomalies to ensure safety and security of mariners and seafarers. While due care and effort 

has been taken to ensure veracity of data, due diligence may be exercised for subsequent 

usage of information contained therein. IFC-IOR requests and seeks assistance of all 

stakeholders to report incidents in the region to undertake accurate predictive and 

prescriptive analysis and build a comprehensive picture of existing threats in the maritime 

domain.  The information contained in the report and the analysis thereon, is not reflective of 

the views of the Indian Government or Indian Navy in any manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Contact Details 

In case of any incident at sea, suspicious approach or unusual observed activity at sea, 

please contact the IFC-IOR:- 

Website: -  https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/ifc-ior/index.html 

Email: - ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in 

Tel: -  +91 1242208385, +91 7428963733 

Fax: -  +91 1242209385 
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